
A 1

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 1

Baths 1

Carbays 1

Store 1

Internal Area 58m2

Balcony Area 19m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 77m2

Apartments Shown  15

Similar 18

Similar (Mirrored) 31, 34

Building B

Levels 1, 2

Aspect Garden

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



A 2

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 1

Baths 1

Carbays 1

Store 1

Internal Area 60m2

Balcony Area 24m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 84m2

Apartments Shown  66, 73, 80, 85, 90

Similar 59

Similar (Mirrored) 58, 65, 72, 79, 84, 89

Similar (Flipped) 48, 50, 54

Similar (Flipped, Mirrored) 49, 55

Building C

Levels 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 

Aspect Garden & Park 

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



A 3

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 1

Baths 1

Carbays 1

Store 1

Internal Area 60m2

Balcony Area 13m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 73m2

Apartments Shown  46

 

Building C

Levels 1

Aspect North East

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



A 4

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 1

Baths 1

Carbays 1

Store 1

Internal Area 63m2

Balcony Area 23m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 86m2

Apartments Shown  51

 

Building C

Levels 1

Aspect Park

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 1

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 88m2

Balcony Area 19m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 107m2

Apartments Shown  6, 14 

Similar 10 

Building A

Levels 2, 3, 4

Aspect North East

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 2

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 88m2

Balcony Area 82m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 170m2

Apartments Shown  16

 

Building B

Levels 1

Aspect City

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 2

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 88m2

Balcony Area 32m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 120m2

Apartments Shown  19

Similar 16

Building B

Levels 1, 2

Aspect City

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 3

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 88m2

Balcony Area 33m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 121m2

Apartments Shown  52

Building C

Levels 2

Aspect Garden

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 3

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 88m2

Balcony Area 16m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 104m2

Apartments Shown  60, 67, 74

Similar 52

Building C

Levels 3, 4, 5

Aspect Garden

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 4

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 91m2

Balcony Area 48m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 139m2

Apartments Shown 47

Similar 53 

Building C

Levels 1, 2

Aspect Park

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 5

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 90m2

Balcony Area 29m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 119m2

Apartments Shown 62, 69, 76

 

Building C

Levels 3, 4, 5

Aspect Park

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 6

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 91m2

Balcony Area 53m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 144m2

Apartments Shown 61

   

Building C

Level 3

Aspect Park

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 6

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 91m2

Balcony Area 28m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 119m2

Apartments Shown 68

Similar 61, 75 

 

Building C

Level 3, 4, 5

Aspect Park

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 7

DETAILS

NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 92m2

Balcony Area 69m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 161m2

Apartments Shown 56

 

Building C

Level 2

Aspect Park

LOCAT ION

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

0 42 31

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 8

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 93m2

Balcony Area 42m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 135m2

Apartments Shown 57

  

  

Building C

Level 2

Aspect Garden

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 8

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 93m2

Balcony Area 27m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 120m2

Apartments Shown 64, 71, 78, 83, 88

Similar 57  

  

Building C

Level 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Aspect Garden

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 9

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 97m2

Balcony Area 30m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 127m2

Apartments Shown 1

 

  

Building A

Level 1

Aspect City

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 1 0

DETAILS

NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 100m2

Balcony Area 52m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 152m2

Apartments Shown 21

 

Building B

Level 3

Aspect City

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 1 0

DETAILS

NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 100m2

Balcony Area 40m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 140m2

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

Apartments Shown 23, 25

Similar 21, 27

 

Building B

Level 3, 4, 5, 6

Aspect City

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 1 1

DETAILS

NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 100m2

Balcony Area 52m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 152m2

Apartments Shown 36

 

Building B

Level 3

Aspect City

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 1 1

DETAILS

NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 100m2

Balcony Area 40m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 140m2

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

Apartments Shown 41

Similar 36, 38, 39

Building B

Level 3, 4, 5, 6

Aspect City

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



B 1 2

DETAILS

NOTES

TYPE

Beds 2

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 107m2

Balcony Area 42m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 149m2

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

Apartments Shown 17

Similar 20

Similar (Mirrored) 32

MIrrored 29

Building B

Level 1, 2

Aspect City

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



C 1

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 3

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 116m2

Balcony Area 52m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 168m2

Apartments Shown 82, 87

Similar 63, 70, 77

  

Building C

Level 3, 4, 5, 6, 7

Aspect Park

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



C 2

DETAILS

NOTES

TYPE

Beds 3

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 121m2

Balcony Area 54m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 175m2

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

Apartments Shown 81

Similar  86

Building C

Level 6, 7

Aspect Park

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



C 3

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 3

Baths 2

Carbays 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 125m2

Balcony Area 28m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 153m2

Apartments Shown 3, 7, 11

 

  

Building A

Level 2, 3, 4

Aspect City

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



C 4

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 3

Baths 2

Carbays 2

Store 1

Internal Area 125m2

Balcony Area 82m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 207m2

Apartments Shown 30

 

  

Building B

Level 1

Aspect City

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



C 4

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 3

Baths 2

Carbays 2

Store 1

Internal Area 125m2

Balcony Area 41m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 166m2

Apartments Shown 33

Similar 30

  

Building B

Level 1, 2

Aspect City

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



C 5

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 3

Baths 2

Carbays 2 or 2T

Store 1

Internal Area 129m2

Balcony Area 48m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 177m2

Apartments Shown 5, 13

Similar 9

  

Building A

Level 2, 3, 4

Aspect North West

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



C 6

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 3

Baths 2

Carbays 2 

Store 1

Internal Area 131m2

Balcony Area 65m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 196m2

Apartments Shown 2

 

  

Building A

Levels 1

Aspect City

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



C 6

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 3

Baths 2

Carbays 2 

Store 1

Internal Area 131m2

Balcony Area 55m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 186m2

Apartments Shown 4, 8, 12

Similar 2 

  

Building A

Levels 1, 2, 3, 4

Aspect City

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



C 7

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 3

Baths 2

Carbays 2 

Store 1

Internal Area 133m2

Balcony Area 69m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 202m2

Apartments Shown 37

Similar 35, 39, 40 

Similar (Mirrored) 22, 26, 28

Mirrored 24

Building B

Levels 3, 4, 5, 6

Aspect City

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 07/02/2018.  



P 1

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 3

Baths 2

Carbays 2 

Store 1

Internal Area 150m2

Balcony Area 54m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 204m2

Apartments Shown 42, 44

 

Building B

Level 7, 8

Aspect City

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  



P 2

DETAILS NOTES

TYPE

Beds 4

Baths 2

Carbays 2 

Store 1

Internal Area 164m2

Balcony Area 62m2

TOTAL LIVING AREA 226m2

Apartments Shown 45

Similar 43

 

Building B

Level 7, 8

Aspect City

LOCAT ION

0 42 31

For all similar apartment plans,  
the following variations apply:
- Size / configuration of balcony  

or courtyard
- Type and extent of balcony cover  

and soffit finish
- Type and / or configuration of  

balustrade and dividing screens
- Size and / or location of windows
- Type, location and inclusion of screens
- Planter box inclusions

DISCLAIMER: Variations from Strata Plan may apply. Furniture is 
indicative. Shape and configuration of balconies, doors, windows, 
condensers, screens and ducts may differ from those illustrated.  
Areas of apartment given are based on architectural measurements.  
This varies from strata area as it is a different method of measuring  
the apartment. Plans not to scale.
Last updated 06/06/2017.  


